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Introduction
I love to bake. And I also happen to be engaged to an Irishman with a massive sweet tooth. Most 
weekends there will be ‘domestic goddess’ smells wafting from my kitchen at some stage. 

For years I’ve been happy to follow Michael Pollan’s ‘food rule‘ when it comes to sweets…“Eat all the 
junk food you want as long as you cook it yourself.”

But I’m always on the lookout for ideas to make my baking as healthy as possible, without sacrificing 
deliciousness. So when I first came across Kelley Herrings fab eBook ‘Guilt-Free Desserts’, I was 
intrigued but more than a little skeptical.

Could dessert really be healthier AND still live up to my taste expectations? And the good news from 
my recent baking adventures is that it can!

To be completely honest there are couple of things I don't love about Guilt-Free Desserts. The 
photography could be much better, so if you're looking for page-licking images, you won't find them 
here.  The other thing I don't love is that the measurements are in cups and spoons. Which is slow 
and inaccurate.

And that's where this ebook comes into play. I've included conversion charts for all the ingredients 
used in Guilt-Free baking so you can just weigh and go.

Happy Baking!
Jules x



convert the recipes 
how to

from Guilt-Free Desserts



butter
1 cup = 225g = 8oz
1 tablespoon = 14g = 1/2oz
1 stick = 110g = 4oz

coconut oil
1 cup = 210g = 7.5oz
1 tablespoon = 14g = 1/2oz

sun butter
1 cup = 225g = 8oz
16 tablespoons = 1 cup = 225g = 8oz

shortening
1 cup = 225g = 8oz
1 tablespoon = 14g = 1/2oz

cream cheese
4oz = 110g

sour cream
1 cup = 250g = 9oz

conversions
fats + oils

+ dairy



coconut flour
1 cup = 110g = 3.75oz
1 tablespoon = 8g = 1/3oz

almond flour (almond meal)
1 cup = 110g = 3.75oz
1 tablespoon = 8g = 1/3oz

cocoa powder
1 cup =  85g = 3oz 
1 tablespoon = 6g = 1/4oz

erythritol
1 cup = 180g = 6 1/3oz
1 tablespoon = 12g = 0.4oz

honey
1 cup = 340g = 12oz
1 tablespoon = 23g = 0.8oz

conversions
flours  +

sweeteners



chocolate
8oz = 225g

cocoa powder
1 cup =  85g = 3oz 
1 tablespoon = 6g = 1/4oz

walnuts or pecans chopped
2oz = 50g
1 cup = 125g = 4.5oz

carrots, shredded or grated
1 cup = 85g = 3oz

pumpkin puree
1 cup = 250g = 9oz

black / cannellini beans
1 can = 400g = 14oz 

blueberries / cherries
1 cup = 150g = 5oz

raspberries / blackberries
1 cup = 125g = 4.5oz

dried cranberries
1 cup = 170g = 6oz

conversions
flavourings



convert recipes 
how to

for your equipment



Thought you’d never use that geometry you learned in school?
Well now’s your chance!

Being able to increase or decrease recipes makes life a lot easier if you 
don’t have a certain pan or are cooking for more (or less!) people.

It’s all about keeping the surface area the same size, so the depth of the 
mixture in the pan is about the same. Of course you don’t have to be so 
anal about it, but I really enjoy a little bit of kitchen math from time to time.

how to convert recipes to suit 

your equipment

1. calculate the surface area of the recipe tin
For example say the recipe calls for a large square tin 28cm x 28cm.
The surface area just equals length x width (breadth) = 28 x 28 = 784

2. calculate the surface area of the tin you want to use
For example say we want to use a round tin that is 20cm diameter (across)
The surface area equals pi (3.14) x radius squared = 3.14 x half the 
diameter x half the diameter = 3.14 x 10 x 10 = 314

3. Work out the difference between the two.
= 784 / 314 =2.5
So the recipe tin is 2 and a half times larger than the one we want to use.

4. Increase or decrease the ingredients accordingly.
So for our example we’d divide each ingredient by 2.5

Note for things like eggs, that are tricky to split, I usually just round up or 
down to the nearest whole egg. But if you’re a bit nervous, just crack and 
egg and lightly mix it. Then use half or whatever you need and save the 
rest to add to an omelet or something.
Too easy!

converting
recipes 
to suit 

your tins 
and pans



baking techniques 
the how, the why
& what to watch out for



why
Because ovens need to be hot to bake! Also it's important that it's at the 
correct temperature before you put the food inside.

how
Turn oven on to the stated temperature in the recipe. Unless the recipe 
recipe states otherwise, use the fan-forced (or fan assist) setting and 
place one shelf in the middle of the oven.

If your oven doesn’t have a fan assisted setting, the rule of thumb is to 
increase the temperature from the recipe by 20C (or 50F).

what to watch out for
Gas ovens tend to be less efficient than electric. So if you’re cooking with 
gas, be prepared for everything to take a little longer.

All ovens are different, so be patient and learn to know whether your oven 
tends to cook fast or slow and be prepared to adjust the cooking time 
accordingly.

The back of most ovens tends to be hotter than the front and top hotter 
than bottom, even in fan assisted ovens. So be prepared to rotate things 
to get even baking.

Lots of books tell you to invest in an oven thermometer to check your 
temperature, but I’ve found they’re difficult to get to work properly 
because you have to open the oven to look at them and it can be difficult 
to find a good place to put them. If they work for you, great, but if you 
haven’t tried, I wouldn’t bother.

preheating
your 
oven



why
To avoid your precious treat from sticking to the tray / pan. There’s nothing 
worse than a cake falling apart as you try to get it out of the tin!

how
For flat trays just spread with a layer of baking paper (parchment paper). 
Or invest in a silicon mat (also called silpat).

For cakes and loaves, trace the shape of your pan onto a layer of baking 
(parchment) paper. Then rub the base and sides of your pan with butter, 
line with the paper and rub the paper with butter as well. For a video 
demonstration see the chocolate brownie recipe.

For spring form pans, lining isn’t critical because you know you’re going 
to be able to remove the sides. But it can make your cake look more 
rustic, I just place a layer over the base of the pan then place the sides on 
top and lock them into shape.

For tart tins with a removable base, there generally isn’t a need to line.

For muffins and cup cakes, use prepurchased papers OR cut squares of 
baking paper and use these to line your. For a video demonstration see 
the raspberry muffins recipe.

what to watch out for
I’ve found that cheap parchment / baking / greaseproof paper is fine 
most of the time. Especially when you are greasing it with butter.

Sometimes the sides will stick. Just carefully separate with a small knife, 
being careful not to cut into the cake more than necessary.

If you run out of paper, al foil makes a good stand in, although it generally 
doesn’t look as good in photographs!

preparing
your 

pan / tin



why
Baking tends to be a little more scientific than general cooking and it’s 
important to keep the ratios of ingredients about the same as the recipe 
intended to get the desired results. That being said, some things are more 
flexible than others so don’t feel you need to be weighing to the EXACT 
figure every time.

how
By far the quickest and most accurate method is to invest in a set of 
digital scales. That way you just pop your bowl or saucepan on, zero the 
scale, weigh out the ingredient and then you’re good to go. So much 
easier than fiddling around with cups and spoons.

For liquid ingredients, I give measurements by weight (g or oz) because 
metric cups are different to US cups and it gets too confusing. And when I 
worked in the food industry, we just weighed everything. So much easier.

what to watch out for
I’ve given measurements in both metric and US. Choose one set and 
stick to it – there can be slight differences and if you measure the flour in 
grams and the liquid ingredients in oz. you may run into troubles.

So if you like to bake, even only once a month, buy yourself a digital set 
of scales, They’re not expensive these days and soo worth it. But if you’d 
prefer to stick to cups and spoons – [this website] is good for conversions 
or just google it.

Apparently Australian tablespoons are meant to be different from the rest 
of the world (20mL instead of 15mL) but every set of measuring spoons 
I’ve ever owned has had normal 15mL tablespoons so take that as the 
standard.

And as I mentioned metric cups are different slightly to US imperial cups. 
But it's only about a 5% difference so in most cases it doesnt matter.

measuring 
your

ingredients

http://www.cuisinedumonde.com/convert.html


why
Like whisking egg whites, this is a way to get air incorporated into your 
baked goods, making them lighter and fluffier.

how
You can use a food processor, but a stand mixer with beaters tends to do 
a better job of incorporating air into the butter & sugar mixture.

what to watch out for
Don’t use butter straight from the fridge as it will be too hard – allow it to 
soften a little and come up to room temperature.

If you’ve forgotten to get your butter out, like I often do, chop it into small 
pieces so it warms more quickly than a whole lump.

You can over-mix your butter and sugar. When it is pale cream in colour 
and looks fluffy is a good time to stop.

creaming 
butter

+ sugar



why
It’s all about getting air into your creation to make it light and fluffy. For 
things like meringues, pavlova and macaroons it’s also about dissolving 
sugar into the egg white to give you sweet flavour and crisp texture when 
baked.

how
The old fashioned way is to beat egg whites in a clean dry bowl until you 
have a white foam. It doesn’t take as long as you think and can be quite 
theraputic. The modern way, with a stand mixer fitter with a wire whisk. 
Just pop the egg white in the bowl and turn on to the highest setting. 
Scrape the sides down every now and then to get even mixing. Much 
quicker and less labour intensive.

what to watch out for
Cleanliness! Oil from a dirty bowl or whisk or from a little droplet of 
egg yolk can prevent the white from foaming. If this happens just throw 
everything out. Clean thoroughly and start again. You could use the egg 
white for scrambled eggs if you prefer not to waste good food.

Soft peaks. This is when you have a nice foamy white mixture with no 
runny egg white in the bottom of the bowl. Will almost hold it’s shape if 
you scoop up some mixture with a spoon and try and drop it. The mixture 
looks glossy.

Firm peaks. When the mixture is slightly more solid than soft peaks. 
Easily holds it shape if you scoop up some mixture with a spoon and try 
and drop it. The mixture is less glossy and a little more matt.

A pinch of salt. Can help the protein in the whites foam.

Cream of tartar. A pinch can help stabilise your egg white foam. I tend 
not to bother though. Using a copper bowl can also stabilise but if you’re 
using your egg whites straight away there’s no need to go that cheffy.

Overmixing. I’ve read and heard from pastry chefs that it is possible to 
overmix egg whites, I think they start to separate out again. But to be 
honest this hasn’t ever happened to me. 

whisking 
egg

whites



why
Because melted chocolate is divine!

how
Bash your chocolate into small chunks, ideally no more than 1cm (1/2in) 
squares.

Microwave – place in a microwave proof bowl and zap on a medium 
heat stirring ever 30 seconds or so until chocolate is glossy and smooth.

Stove top. The easiest method is to heat your butter or cream (if the 
recipe needs it) then pour these over your broken chocolate. Stand for a 
few minutes then gently stir.

Stove top – just chocolate. If you need to just melt some chocolate on 
its own. Place in a saucepan then carefully put over a low heat for about 
30 seconds. Remove from the heat and stand for a few minutes. Stir, If it 
isn’t melting keep putting back over a low heat for 15 seconds at a time. 
And repeating the standing and stirring. High temperatures will cause 
your chocolate to split so you need to be super careful.

Stove top – double boiler. The alternative stove top method means 
more washing up but is less risky. Place a about 1cm (1/2in) water in the 
base of a medium saucepan. Bring to the boil. Remove from the heat. 
Place chopped chocolate in a heat proof bowl and place the bowl on top 
of the saucepan. Stand for a few minutes then stir. If the chocolate hasn’t 
melted, leave it a little longer or add more heat. It’s important the base of 
the bowl doesn’t actually touch the hot water. You just want the gentle 
heat of the steam to caress the bottom of the bowl.

melting 
chocolate



what to watch out for

Heat. 
Excess heat is the number 1 reason chocolate splits. And it takes less 
than you think. So be careful.

Splitting. 
If your chocolate starts to split it will look like it’s curdling and you can see 
oil (cocoa butter) separating out. If this happens cool the mixture down 
asap by transferring to a clean cold bowl. And quickly stirring in some (a 
few tablespoons) cold milk or cream. If you’re going to be adding eggs, 
don’t worry the eggs will re-emulsify the chocolate and all will be good. 
If you’re not adding eggs and the milk hasn’t helped, try adding an egg 
yolk anyway.

Moisture. 
For some crazy reason, small amounts of water or steam can cause 
chocolate to split. But large amounts like in the cream seem to be fine. 
Who knew?

melting 
chocolate

[continued]



why
Sometime it’s hard to find ground almond or other nut meal. And 
sometimes it’s cheaper to grind your own.

how
Pop the nuts in your food processor and whizz until you’re happy they’re 
fine enough. Something like coarse sand is about as good as you’ll get.

what to watch out for
Over grinding 
If you whizz too long the heat from the food processor will draw out the oil 
from the nuts and you’ll end up with nut butter. May not be a bad thing ;)

Under grinding
If you’re maxing something like macaroons, you want fine particles 
otherwise your finished dish will have a gritty texture. For things like the 
pear cake or brownies, however this isn’t usually a problem.

preparing 
nut meal



why
Part of the secret to getting light crisp pastry, is to get your butter to coat 
as many flour particles as possible.

how
Either pulse in the food processor or use the tips of your fingers to literally 
pick up little pinches of butter and flour and rub them together. You can 
stop when the mixture looks like coarse bread crumbs.

what to watch out for
You don’t want the butter to be melted into the pastry. So start with cold 
butter and keep everything as cool as possible. So no overmixing and not 
hot hands!

rubbing 
butter 
into

flour



why
If you’re going to get cake mixture to lick at the end. You need to mix 
things!

how
Mostly a spoon in a bowl is fine.

If the recipe calls for ‘folding’ then that means super gentle mixing. Watch 
the almond macaroon video for an example of folding.

what to watch out for
Overmixing. If the recipe has flour, the more you mix, the more you’ll 
develop the protein (gluten) which means the tougher your texture will be. 
This isn’t a problem for flourless recipes.

Lumps. Mostly you don’t want lumps because they’ll stay in the finsihed 
product and you don’t want to chew through flour or sugar lumps. Some 
things don’t matter in the lump department and seem to work themselves 
out. The muffin recipes and the banana bread are two that come to mind 
where lumpy mixture doesn’t equal lumpy baked goods. 

mixing



why
It’s all about getting pretty shapes, or more even shapes.

how
Get a ziplock bag. Spoon the mixture inside. Press the mixture down to 
one corner. Twist the top so the mixture wont escape that way. Then cut 
off the corner with scissors and get to work.

It can take a bit of practice. Watch the macaroon video or the custard 
tartlet video for examples.

what to watch out for
The size of the corner snip makes a difference! Too small and your 
mixture will take forever to flow out. Too large and it will rush. Find the 
right balance. You can always transfer to a fresh bag and start again.

Try to use your whole hands to gently squeeze the bag for more even flow 
rather than pinching from the front. It’s a little like chopsticks, the further 
back from the tip you hold, the better.

piping



why
So you know when it’s time to eat!

how
First look at the colour. If it isn’t dark enough keep cooking.

Second, have a feel – be careful it’s hot! For cakes and things you want 
it to feel spongey and slightly firm. If it sinks easily in the middle or feels 
gooey it’s not ready. For brownies as long as the top middle seems to 
have a crust, I’d say it is done. You want your brownies to be a little under 
baked to give that wonderful squidgy texture.

Third if you’re still not sure, stab it with a skewer, or a small knife in the 
middle (because this is the last place to cook – the edges can be fine but 
the middle may not be!). Pull out the instrument and have a look. If there 
is lots of gooey cake batter on the instrument, it’s probably not cooked. If 
it looks relatively clean, then you’re good to go.

what to watch out for
See preheating your oven above.

Unless the recipes says otherwise – choose the middle shelf.

If something is starting to brown too quickly or look burnt but the middle 
isn’t cooked, cover it with foil to retard the browning.

For delicate things like a sponge cake, opening the oven door before 
the protein has set will cause the cake to sink in the middle. Most things 
aren’t so pretentious but remember every time you open the oven door, 
you’re losing heat so it’s going to take longer for your things to bake.

how to 
know when 
something 

is done



why
Even after you take things out of the oven, they’re still cooking while 
they’re hot.

how
Either cool in the pan on a cake rack.

Or remove from the tin and cool on a cake rack.

what to watch out for
If you don’t have a cake rack, try to use something that will allow the air to 
circulate underneath the tin/cake. This stops it sweating and cools faster.

If you think something is over baked, you want to remove if from the tin 
so it cools more quickly.

But generally, gentle cooling in the tin works best.

cooling



why
Because sometimes it’s not a good idea to eat everything in one sitting. 
Trust me.

how
Generally, covered in the fridge is best. Especially for anything involving 
cream or butter.

BUT chocolate goes dull in the fridge so only refrigerate if you have to or 
if it’s too warm outside.

Dry things like meringue or macaroons without filling will last longer the 
dryer they are. So popping in an airtight container or sealing in a ziplock 
bag can be best.

Freezing is usually OK, expept for cream or custard. Just defrost at room 
temperature or in the fridge.

what to watch out for
Mostire transfer. The first thing that happens as cakes and bakery treats 
age is that mosture transfers from where there is lots of it (like in a custard 
filling) to where there is little of it (like a pastry shell) so mostly keeping 
things unfilled until the last minute is best. 

storing



baking ingredients 
a deep dive into Guilt-Free



butter

One of my first jobs as a young food scientist was working in the chemistry 
lab of a large margarine factory. Still the worst smelling work place I have 
ever encountered. Needless to say I haven’t voluntarily eaten fake butter 
since.

Real butter comes from real cows fed on the food they are naturally 
designed to eat, real grass. Not only does it taste better, it’s better for us 
with higher levels of omega-3 fats and vitamin E than butter from grain-
fed cows.

There are few things better than real butter!

I tend to buy low salt, rather than unsalted because the brand I like doesn’t 
have an unsalted, but either is fine. If you’re using salted butter normally 
it doesn’t matter too much so don’t stress.

Butter is about 80% fat and 20% water so if you need to substitute in 
something dairy-free, it’s best to use a little less oil (which is pretty much 
100% fat). But usually it’s not super important.

eggs

Egg sizes vary considerably. For baking the standard is to use large eggs 
(which weigh about 59g or 2oz) . For most things it won’t be a deal 
breaker.

I always buy free-range eggs. Preferably grass fed.

butter
+

eggs



I probably don’t need to tell you how sugar impacts our blood sugar 
levels and the resulting health problems.

The good news is there are now sweetening alternatives that are low 
GI and natural. The best I’ve found so far is a combination of Erythritol 
and Stevia. The brand I’ve been using is called Natvia and for Australian 
readers it’s available in Woolies. I’m sure there are many good alternatives 
out there, just look on the ingredients list for a sweetener containing 
Erythritol and Stevia.

Erythritol is a ‘sugar alcohol’ which acts like sugar in baking 
without the calories or impact on our blood sugar. It’s a naturally occurring 
compound found in fruit. And has about 70% of the sweetness of regular 
sugar. It’s available to buy on its own or pre-blended with Stevia.

Stevia produced from a herb from Paraguay is hundreds of times 
sweeter than sugar. It can be purchased on its own, usually in liquid form. 
A little goes a long way for adding sweetness. On its own it won’t perform 
in the same way as sugar in baked goods. It’s also available blended with 
Erythritol

Be wary of agave syrup or nectar. Although it’s a natural product 
made from cactus, it actually contains high levels of fructose. This means 
it is like a more natural form of high fructose corn syrup – not the healthy 
alternative sweetener it initially appears to be.

honey I love the flavour of real honey. It can be expensive though as 
far as sugars go. As a rule, honey is about 75% sugar and 25% water so 
if you wanted to use brown sugar, white sugar or erythritol instead, do a 
little conversion.

sugar 
+

sweeteners



Even if you don’t have a problem with gluten, wheat flours are best 
avoided. They tend to have a high glycemic index (GI), meaning they 
cause spikes in blood sugar and promote weight gain.

Be careful with ‘gluten-free’ flour mixes as they are often based on a 
blend of other high GI flours like rice. So even though the gluten is gone, 
they still cause the same problems with your blood sugar.

Almond meal or almond flour 
has been my go-to option for healthier baking for a while now. It’s gluten 
free and low GI. It tastes delicious and keeps baked goods moist. 

The only downside is that compared to regular flour, it’s on the expensive 
side.

Coconut flour 
Another gluten-free, low GI alternative that is also high in fiber. It’s more 
of a new comer to my baking arsenal but I’ve been really happy with my 
experiments so far. 

The thing to remember with coconut flour is that a little goes a long way. 
So even though it is way more expensive than regular flour, you’ll find 
you’re using far less. So the actual cost in use isn’t as bad as you’d 
initially think. 

healthier 
flours



There are a number of different ways to 'leaven' or lighten the texture of 
baked goods. Whisking egg whites and folding in the airy foam is one. 
Creaming butter and sugar is another way to physically incorporate air 
and make light and fluffy cakes.

And then there are chemical 'leavening agents'. These sound much 
scarier than they actually are.

baking powder 
Is a blend of different leavening agents combined with an acid so the 
powder ends up leaving a neutral pH.

bicarb soda or baking soda
Is just one leavening agent, sodium bicarbonate. While it is an excellent 
raising agent, it needs to be used in moderation because large amount 
will raise the pH of your food and leave a distinctive 'soapy' taste.

substituting
In general if a recipe calls for both, it's best to use both. But if you needed 
to only keep one in the house, I'd say baking powder is more versatile. 
To substitute baking powder in recipes that call for bicarb soda, just add 
a little extra baking powder to make up for the fact that it tends not to be 
as strong a leaving agent as bicarb soda.

leavening
agents



baking equipment 
home

101



Here are the items you really need for baking sweet treats in a good home 
kitchen.

It can be easy to get carried away with baking utensils, this list helps keep 
it minimalist. But feel free to disregard it!

For everything in the long run you’re better off buying the best quality you 
can afford. Think of it as starting a baking legacy. I have my grandmothers 
stand mixer and some of my Mum’s cake tins that I just adore.

oven
Most of us have to make do with what we have, but if you’re lucky enough 
to be building a new kitchen or it’s time for a new oven, electric is by far 
the best for baking.

This is because the temperature control tends to be more stable. And 
I personally find the air in an electric oven to be dryer and to give more 
even browning (but it could be my imagination).

Fan forced (or fan assisted) ovens help to make the temperature in the 
oven more even, although you do still get some differences. I always give 
my recipe times and temperatures for fan assist (unless there’s a specific 
reason not to). If you only have a conventional oven, add and extra 20C 
(or 50F) to the recipe temperatures.

While most things are fine, be careful when baking delicate things that 
require lots of lift like souffles and sponge cakes (any thing with whipped 
egg whites basically). If you open the oven door before they are cooked 
and the proteins are set, they are likely to sink in the middle due to the 
loss in temperature.

So it’s best to check as infrequently as you can. An oven with a light can 
be brilliant so you can check progress without opening the door!

 oven



scales
Digital scales are so inexpensive these days and make baking so much 
easier, I can’t recommend enough that you invest in a set. Weighing out 
only takes seconds and is so much more reliable than scooping into cups.

If you really don’t want to invest, I’m afraid all my recipes are based on 
weight but you can use the converter over here, if you must use cups.

cake tins / pans
At the very least I’d recommend investing in a good 23cm (9in) spring 
form pan. It’s a good medium size and I find most recipes are written to 
suit.

The next pan I’d invest in is a 20cm (8in) spring form pan. Good for slightly 
smaller cakes or a baked frittata for 2.

While I do have a set of square tins of various sizes, I use my loaf pan far 
more frequently It measures 24cm x 12cm (approx 9.5in x 5in).

I also inherited a set of 18cm sandwich pans which are lovely for sponge 
cakes and I’ve used them for brownies but that’s about it.

tart tins
I LOVE my 28cm (11in) tart tin with its removable base.

I also have a set of 12 x 8cm (3in) tiny tartlet tins with removable bases. 
They are fiddly to work with, but I actually use them a lot more than I 
thought I would.

I also have a rectangular tin that I’ve used about once and a deeper one 
that I use about once a year and should get rid of.

scales
+

cake tins / pans
+

tart tins



muffin tray
Only if you’re into muffins of course!

I prefer smaller, 1/2 cup capacity muffin tray rather than giant Texas sized 
muffins. I also prefer metal trays to silicone. I did own a silicone muffin tray 
but it always felt weird putting ‘plastic’ in the oven so didn’t ever use it.

If you like your muffins, muffin papers are also a great idea, but I like just 
making my own out of sheets of baking or parchment paper.

baking tray / baking sheet
If cookies are your thing, at least one or two flat baking trays are an 
excellent idea. The bigger the better, as long as they fit in your oven. They 
also come in handy for savoury cooking.

stand mixer OR a wire whisk
Contrary to what some people think, you don’t need a fancy Kitchen Aid 
stand mixer to be a great baker. While a stand mixer does make life easier 
when it comes to whisking egg whites and creaming butter and sugar, 
both these can be done with a simple wire whisk and some muscles.

food processor
Again, not essential but I do find mine super useful for both sweet and 
savoury cooking. Everything from grating fruit and veg for cakes, making 
my own nut or almond meal, mixing butter and flour for pastry or even 
creaming butter and sugar.

That being said, most of the recipes in the class can be made without 
one.

muffin trays
+

baking trays
+

stand mixer
+

food processor



mixing bowls

I’m a big fan of simple pyrex mixing bowls that I also use for savoury 
cooking. One or two should do it unless you like to bake multiple sweet 
treats at the same time. Or decide to start and online cooking school.

disposables

Foil, good quality baking paper (parchment paper) and medium sized zip 
lock bags all get a workout in my kitchen.

bamboo skewers

I always have some on hand for kebabs but they double as a cake tester. 
But you could use a small knife instead.

cooling rack

It’s important to allow your bakery treats to cool properly because they’re 
still cooking as they cool down. A rack isn’t critical but it can help things 
cool quicker.

timer

I just use the timer on my phone, but I would be hopelessly lost without 
it. I have a tendency to put things in the oven then get side tracked doing 
other important things like Tweeting or reading my favourite blogs. 

mixing bowls
+ 

disposables
+

skewers
+

cooling rack
+ 

timer
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vanilla cupcakes

I've adapted these from Guilt-Free Desserts. They 
really bring a whole new meaning to the concept of 
'baked beans!'. Lovely with double cream or cream 
cheese frosting.

makes 9

1 can cannellini beans (400g / 14oz), drained & rinsed
100g (3.5oz) butter

140g (5oz) stevia (natural sweetener with erythritol)
2 teaspoons vanilla extract

6 eggs
40g (1.4oz) coconut flour

1 1/2 teaspoons baking powder
1/2 teaspoon bicarb soda (baking soda)

1. Preheat your oven to 180C (350F). Line 9 muffin holes with 
papers

2. Whizz beans, butter and stevia in a food processor until light
and fluffy.

3. Add eggs and vanilla. Whizz until well combined.

4. Add coconut flour, baking powder and bicarb soda. Whizz 
until
smooth.

5. Divide between muffin papers. Bake for 25 minutes or until
golden and springy to the touch.

6. Cool. Stand for at least 12 hours in an airtight container to
allow the 'beany' flavour to dissipate.

vanilla cupcakes



leftover potential?
Brilliant. Must be stored for at least 12 hours before eating to 
remove the 'beany' flavour. Will keep in an airtight container for 
about a week.

variations for fun
dairy-free – replace the butter with palm shortening or coconut 
oil.

prefer to use real sugar? – replace the stevia / erythritol with 
175g (6oz) regular sugar.

egg-free - egg substitutes aren't recommended here.

no coconut flour? – replace with 100g (3.5oz) almond meal.

problem solving guide
cupcakes too dry – a sign of over baking which is a risk in recipes 
like this that have lots of eggs. For now serve with lots of cream. Next 
time start checking earlier in the baking process.

muffins not rising? – we’re using a small amount of baking 
powder here, make sure your baking powder is fresh and that you 
remembered to add it!

serving suggestions
Lovely with a big dollup of double cream. Also great with your favourite 
frosting. Super fun to decorate!

vanilla cupcakes...
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real chocolate
paleo brownies

I've adapted these from Guilt-Free Desserts to use 
real dark chocolate rather than cocoa powder. 

With all those eggs it can be easy to over bake 
these brownies so make sure you set your timer! 
It’s better to err on the side of slightly under 
baked.

makes 9-16

70g (2 1/2oz) coconut oil or butter
150g (5oz) dark chocolate (70% cocoa solids), chopped

90g (3 1/4oz) stevia (including erythritol)
6 eggs

50g (1 3/4oz) coconut flour

1. Preheat your oven to 180C (350F). Line a 20cm (8in) 
square tin with baking paper.

2. Melt butter or coconut oil. Remove form the heat. Add 
chocolate and stand for a few minutes.

3. Stir and when the chocolate has melted add the stevia and 
eggs, stirring well. Then add the coconut flour and stir until 
well mixed.

4. Pour into the prepared pan and bake for 15-20 minutes 
or until just cooked around the edges but still a little moist in 
the middle.

5. Remove from the tin and cool on a cake rack.
vanilla cupcakespaleo brownies



leftover potential?
While they’re lovely freshly baked, this is one of those brownie recipes 
that improves with age. I like to (try to) leave them for 24 hours for 
that heavenly squidgy brownie texture. I think they’re much better 
when they’ve had a bit of time so the moisture from the less cooked 
middle redistributes out to the edges.

variations for fun
egg-free / vegan – I’m afraid the eggs are really critical here. 
Best to find another recipe I’m afraid.

no stevia? – If you’d prefer to use regular sugar that’s fine. Just 
increase it to 150g (5 1/4oz).

regular flour – I haven’t fully experimented replacing coconut flour 
with regular plan or all-purpose flour. But I’d guess if you replace the 
coconut flour with double the amount of regular flour you’d be in the 
right ball park.

almond meal – again, I haven’t tried this but if I didn’t have 
coconut flour I’d use about 200g (7oz) almond meal.

vanilla – not essential but 2 teaspoons of vanilla extract added 
with the eggs can be lovely.

problem solving guide
too dry – Brownies are very easy to over bake so be careful. Better 
to err on the side of underdone. No one likes a dry old brownie.

too flat – If you need to use a larger cake pan, increase the recipe 
and possibly accordingly otherwise your brownies will be too flat.

chocolate splitting or curdling – if the butter is too hot when you 
add the chocolate, it can cause it to split. Don’t stress, just transfer the 
mixture to a clean cool bowl and add the eggs in quickly and stir. The 
eggs should bring it back, if not add an extra egg yolk.

chocolate not melting – If your butter wasn’t hot enough, or your 
chocolate chunks were too large, it may not melt. Just pop back on a 
very low heat for a few seconds at a time and stir constantly until the 
chocolate melts.

serving suggestions
For a full-on dessert chop into larger chunks and serve with a big 
scoop of your favourite ice cream.

Or for a more casual meal or snack, chop into smaller squares like in 
the picture and serve in the middle of the table for everyone to help 
themselves.

real chocolate paleo brownies...
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ginger brulees

I've cheated a little with the photo for this 
recipe. It's actually for a fancier brulee where 
the custard is baked in silicon moulds then frozen 
and turned out onto plates before giving the brulee 
treatment. This version is much easier and just 
as delicious!

serves 2

250mL (1 cup) whipping cream (35% milk fat)
1.5 tablespoons grated ginger

15g (0.5oz) stevia with erythritol
3 egg yolks

caster sugar, to serve

1. Preheat oven to 140C (280F). Combine cream, ginger and 
stevia or sugar in a saucepan and bring to a simmer. Remove 
from the heat and stand for about 15 minutes.

2. Add the warm cream to the egg yolks. Stir. Strain the 
custard and divide between 2 ramekins or other brulee bowls.

3. Place in a baking tray and add warm water to make a 
water bath.

4. Bake for 25-35 minutes or until custard is set but still 
wobbly. Cool. Refrigerate.

5. To serve, sprinkle with a little caster sugar and burn with a 
blowtorch. Let it cool a little before eating.

ginger brulees



leftover potential?
The custards can be kept in the fridge for a week or so. The brulee 
is best at the last moment as it will soften with time. Still delicious 
though!

variations for fun
prefer to use real sugar? – replace the stevia / erythritol with 
30g (1oz) caster sugar.

egg-free - egg substitutes aren't recommended here.

vanilla brulees – replace the ginger with a vanilla bean – scrape 
the seeds into the custard.

dairy-free – replace the cream with coconut milk.

problem solving guide
no blowtorch? – just skip the sugar brulee part and call them ginger 
custards or little ginger pots.

custard too runny? – a sign that it hasn't been baked for long 
enough to 'set' the egg yolks. iIf you have time you could bake for 
longer.

sugar not caramelising – its important to only have a thin layer of 
sugar othewise the blowtorch won't be able to work its magic.

serving suggestions
I love these on their own with little teaspoons for savouring every 
heavenly mouthful.

ginger brulees...
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supermoist 
pear cake

This is one of my all time favourite cake recipes. 
It's really moist and lovely. Equally good with 
a cup of tea or as a dessert still warm from the 
oven with a big scoop of vanilla ice cream.

makes 9

125g (4oz) stevia with erythritol 
125g (4oz) coconut or vegetable oil

3 eggs
250g (8.5oz) almond meal

250g (8.5oz) grated ripe pear

1. Preheat oven to 180C (350F). Grease and line a 20cm (8in) 
spring form pan.

2. Combine sugar and oil in a bowl. Add eggs and combine, 
before adding almond meal and finally the pear.

3. Pour cake mixture into the prepared pan.

4. bake on the middle shelf for about 1 hour or until deeply 
golden and the top of the cake feels firm. Cool in the tin.

supermoist pear cake



leftover potential?
Will keep in the fridge for a week.

variations for fun
carrot cake – replace grated pear with grated carrot. A teaspoon 
of ground ginger would be a lovely addition.

zucchini cake – you guessed it. Just replace the pear with grated 
zucchini (courgettes).

beetroot cake – replace the pear with grated raw beetroot.

sweet potato cake – I haven’t tried this. Replace the pear with 
grated sweet potato or yam. I’d probably decrease the sugar a little 
for this.

vanilla – vanilla adds a lovely round sweetness to most things. A 
teaspoon or two of good vanilla extract should do it.

pear & chocolate – replace half the almond meal with dark 
chocolate. Just whizz the chocolate with the sugar in the food 
processor until you have fine chocolate dust. Continue as per the 
recipe.

different nuts – feel free to use different nuts. Pecans are lovely 
as are macadamias and pistachio. Just whizz them in the food 
processor first.

egg-free – I haven’t tried this but try replacing the eggs with 2 
small rice mashed bananas.

problem solving guide
too wet – If the cake is soggy after it has cooled it means it is 
underbaked. Next time bake for longer.

cake sinking – This is another sign of under baking. Next time bake 
for longer. But for now just serve with ice cream or cream.

burned – This is from either baking too long or having the 
temperature up too high. Next time cover the cake with foil after about 
1/2 hour to stop it browning too much.

too sweet - if your pears are very sweet, you may like to decrease 
the sugar slightly.

serving suggestions
Lovely with a big dollup of double cream. Also great with your favourite 
frosting. Super fun to decorate!

supermoist pear cake...
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kathryn's chocolate 
mousse

One of my students, Kathryn, came up with a super 
difficult brief – dessert that is dairy, sugar, 
artificial sweetener and grain-free. And I think 
coconut-free as well. Anyway, I love a challenge 
and this pure chocolate mousse, inspired by Heston 
Blumenthal ticks all the boxes. But not only that, 
it’s absolutely delicious as well. One of those 
divine things that is both light and rich at the 
same time. And very satisfying.

serves 2

100g (3.5oz) dark chocolate
(70% cocoa solids minimum)

1. Prepare an ice bath by placing a tray of ice cubes with 
water to cover them in a large mixing bowl. Place a smaller 
bowl inside.

2. Weigh 85g (3oz) water into a small saucepan. Break 
chocolate into chunks and add to the water.

3. Place over a low heat and stir for a minute or so until the 
chocolate is just melted.. Be careful not to let it get too hot or 
the chocolate will split.

4. Transfer melted chocolate to the smaller bowl and whisk 
until you have a light moussy texture. Divide between two 
pretty serving classes.

chocolate mousse



leftover potential?
You could make these and keep in a cool place for a few hours but 
the texture starts to go a little grainy as the chocolate cools and the 
fat crystals form. Don’t put it in the fridge or you’ll end up with a 
solid block.

variations for fun
chocolate hazelnut – serve sprinkled with finely chopped 
roasted hazelnuts or mix them through the mousse.

milk chocolate – don’t be tempted to use milk chocolate to 
make the mousse – there won’t be enough cocoa fat to get the 
mixture to whip, Instead separately whip some cream and fold the 
two mousses together.

chocolate swirl – as per the milk chocolate, but only partially 
combine the two mousses so you end up with a lovely swirled 
pattern.

chocolate snow – those who prefer a less bitter chocolate might 
appreciate a dusting of icing (powdered) sugar over the top of their 
mousse.

problem solving guide
too bitter – if you’re more of a milk chocolate fan, you may prefer to 
stir through a little whipped cream.

mousse not whipping – there are two possible problems here. 
Not getting the mixture cold enough OR not enough cocoa solids. 
Don’t be tempted to skip the ice bath like I did the first time I tried this. 
And make sure your smaller bowl has ice water touching the base 
and sides. With the fat levels it’s important to make sure you use a 
chocolate with at least 70% cocoa solids and be accurate in weighing 
out your measurements. Too much water and the mixture won’t whip.. 
a bit like the differerence between whipping cream and light cream.

mousse grainy – like whipped cream, if you over whip the mousse 
you’ll end up with a grainy texture.

serving suggestions
On their own with teaspoons for tiny mouthfuls.

kathryn's chocolate mousse...
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